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ips include the historically based nobunaga's ambition and romance
of the three kingdoms series, horse racing simulation winning post,

the age of exploration game uncharted waters, and many more.
these titles span the range of simulation games, online games, role

playing games, and other genres. we have also developed
collaborative titles combining games, like pokmon + nobunaga's

ambition or youkai sangokushi. the latest action game in the series
entitled "heroes of the nations" will be released in japan for the

playstation 4 and xbox one. from the first title in the series, "heroes
of the king" to the latest entry, "heroes of the nations," the story line

is the same and the characters are the same, with the only
difference being the allies that characters have. the key to the game
is the development of new powers and the exploration of characters,

as well as the battle against the enemy. the latest title is a
continuation of the previous games. the upcoming moba “apex

legends” will release on pc in north america on feb. 3, 2019. it is a
battle royal game with an original storyline, and features players

across the world. in the game, various characters from the “marvel
cinematic universe” will appear as playable characters, and the
playable characters will be updated every month. players are

required to form a team in order to battle other teams in battles, and
the more players that join the battle, the more rewards they can

receive. a brand new game entitled “shantae: half-genie hero” is set
for release on the nintendo switch on april 10, 2019 in japan and

north america. this game was born from shantae’s “shantae and the
pirate’s curse” (2013) as well as shantae and the seven sirens

(2014), and is set in the world of shantae. it has been 20 years since
shantae appeared, and new shantae is coming! all of the familiar

elements are present, such as the braid hair and the ability to
transform. it also has a new gameplay system in which players can

enjoy the game with up to four other players!
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